We develop further the implementation and analysis of Kac boundary conditions in the general logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p ′ ) with 1 ≤ p < p ′ and p, p ′ coprime. Specifically, working in a strip geometry, we consider the (r, s) Kac boundary conditions. These boundary conditions are organized into infinitely extended Kac tables labeled by the Kac labels r, s = 1, 2, 3, . . .. They are conjugate to Virasoro Kac representations with conformal dimensions ∆ r,s given by the usual Kac formula. On a finite strip of width N , built from a square lattice, the associated integrable boundary conditions are constructed by acting on the vacuum (1, 1) boundary with an s-type seam of width s − 1 columns and an r-type seam of width ρ − 1 columns. The r-type seam contains an arbitrary boundary field ξ. While the usual fusion construction of the r-type seam relies on the existence of Wenzl-Jones projectors restricting its application to r ≤ ρ < p ′ , this limitation was recently removed by Pearce, Rasmussen and Villani who further conjectured that the conformal boundary conditions labeled by r are realized, in particular, for ρ = ρ(r) = ⌊ rp ′ p ⌋. In this paper, we confirm this conjecture by performing extensive numerics on the commuting double row transfer matrices and their associated quantum Hamiltonian chains. Letting [x] denote the fractional part, we fix the boundary field to the specialized values ξ = For these boundary conditions, we obtain the Kac conformal weights ∆ r,s by numerically extrapolating the finite-size corrections to the lowest eigenvalue of the quantum Hamiltonians out to sizes N ≤ 32 − ρ − s. Additionally, by solving local inversion relations, we obtain general analytic expressions for the boundary free energies allowing for more accurate estimates of the conformal data.
Introduction
The universal critical behaviour of two dimensional lattice statistical systems (such as Ising and Potts models) with local degrees of freedom are described, in the continuum scaling limit, by rational Conformal Field Theories (CFTs) [1] . Most notably, the minimal models M(m, m ′ ) [2] , with 2 ≤ m < m ′ and m, m ′ coprime, are known to describe [3] the continuum scaling limit of the Forrester-Baxter Restricted-Solid-on-Solid (RSOS) models [4] . Similarly, it is by now well established that the universal critical behaviour of two dimensional lattice statistical systems (such as polymers and percolation) with nonlocal degrees of freedom are described, in the continuum scaling limit, by logarithmic CFTs. Logarithmic CFTs are characterized [5] by logarithmically growing or decaying correlation functions and the concomitant existence of reducible yet indecomposable repsentations of the Virasoro algebra. Logarithmic CFTs typically exhibit a very rich operator/representation content and their properties are profoundly different to rational CFTs. Nevertheless logarithmic CFTs offer a class of CFTs, beyond rational CFTs, that can potentially be understood in great depth. For these reasons, the theoretical study of logarithmic CFT has been steadily growing since the early nineties.
Early studies [6] [7] [8] of logarithmic CFTs focussed on an algebraic approach to a family of CFTs with central charges c = c p,p ′ given by (1.2) . This is the same formula that gives the central charges c = c m,m ′ of the minimal models M(m, m ′ ). Indeed this family of logarithmic CFTs was viewed informally as an extension of the minimal models. More recently, it has emerged that these theories can in fact be viewed as a logarithmic limit [9] of the minimal models. More precisely, the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p ′ ) are given symbolically by
Perhaps most importantly, the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p ′ ) inherit a coset structure from the minimal models M(m, m ′ ) enabling their CFTs to be constructed [10] as a GKO coset [11] . The family of logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p ′ ), with 1 ≤ p < p ′ and p, p ′ coprime, provides the simplest prototypical examples of logarithmic CFTs.
In 2006 it was shown that, from a lattice perspective, the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p ′ ) arise [12] as the continuum scaling limit of a family of Yang-Baxter integrable [13] loop models on the square lattice. The first members of this family include critical dense polymers LM(1, 2) [14] and critical bond percolation LM(2, 3) [16] . Specifically it has been shown [12, 14, 15] that, with suitable boundary conditions on the strip, the transfer matrices and associated quantum Hamiltonians exhibit rank 2 Jordan cells for finite systems. Remarkably, the patterns of Jordan cells robustly persist in the thermodynamic limit giving rise to the reducible yet indecomposable structures of the Virasoro dilatation operator L 0 . These observations opened up a lattice approach that has reinvigorated the research activity on logarithmic CFT. A review of the current status of logarithmic CFT can be found in [17] .
The conformal properties of the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p ′ ) have been well studied. These theories are nonunitary and non-rational. The central charges are where q is the modular nome. In terms of conformal partition functions on a strip, these characters occur as the spectrum generating functions for the conjugate (r, s) boundary conditions In this paper, we develop further the implementation and analysis [12, 18] of (r, s) Kac boundary conditions in the general logarithmic minimal models. These boundary conditions are constructed [19] [20] [21] using fusion [22] and are conjugate to the (r, s) Virasoro Kac representations. Following [18] , the (r, s) boundaries are constructed in (2.21) using an r-type seam of width ρ − 1 columns where ρ = ρ(r) = rp ′ p , r = 1, 2, 3, . . .
In [12] , the fusion construction was implemented using Wenzl-Jones projectors [23, 24] . Requiring the existence of Wenzl-Jones projectors restricts this construction to r ≤ ρ < p ′ . Here the fusion is implemented diagrammatically following [18, 25, 26] so that ρ, r = 1, 2, 3, . . . are unrestricted. Working in a strip geometry, we construct numerical transfer matrices with (r, s) boundary conditions with Kac labels r, s = 1, 2, 3, . . .. The boundary weights involve a boundary field ξ which we specialize appropriately. Extracting the finite-size spectra numerically and extrapolating, we confirm that the (r, s) boundary conditions indeed lead to the conformal weights (1.3) and conformal partition functions (1.5) . The layout of the paper is as follows. To explain the genesis of (1.6) we consider, in Section 1.1, the relation of the logarithmic minimal models to the rational minimal models both at criticality and off-criticality. In Section 2, we define the logarithmic minimal lattice models in terms of the linear and planar Temperley-Lieb algebras [27, 28] . We also define the planar link states on which the transfer matrices act and present the construction [12, 18] of the (r, s) boundary conditions using diagrammatic fusion. This construction involves generalized Temperley-Lieb projectors whose properties are proved in Appendix A. In Section 3, the commuting double row transfer matrices and the associated quantum Hamiltonians for (r, s) boundary conditions are explicitly constructed. We discuss the role of the boundary field ξ and its specialization. The equivalence of two expressions for the specialization of ξ is established in Appendix B. The bulk and boundary free energies are also derived in this section by the solving the inversion relation derived in Appendix C. The full details of this calculation are presented in Appendices D, E and F. In Section 4, we present our numerical results for the central charges, conformal weights and conformal partition functions. We conclude with some final remarks in Section 5.
Ground state sequences
The logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p ′ ) are obtained as a logarithmic limit of the rational minimal models M(m, m ′ ). The nonunitary minimal models M(m, m ′ ) arise as the continuum scaling limit of the Forrester-Baxter Restricted-Solid-On-Solid (RSOS) models [4] . Symbolically, we write this limit as in (1.1) where the logarithmic limit (taken after the thermodynamic limit) is independent of the choice of sequence with 2 ≤ m ≤ m ′ and m, m ′ coprime. Explicitly, the limiting CFT data are given by
The logarithmic limit can also be applied to off-critical (ϕ 1,3 -perturbed) minimal models M(m, m ′ ; t) to obtain off-critical logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p ′ ; t) [29] . Combining the logarithmic limit with the off-critical perturbation gives the commutative diagram
where the elliptic nome t is the departure-from-criticality variable. We recall that the 2(m−1) ground states of the off-critical RSOS model M(m, m ′ , t) in Regime III are given [4, 30] by flat configurations on the square lattice where the heights on the two independent sublattices alternate between the values ρ and ρ + 1 with
Taking the logarithmic limit of (1.11) gives (1.6) corresponding to the ground states of the offcritical logarithmic minimal models. In accord with the general correspondence principle of the Kyoto school [31] relating off-critical one-dimensional configurational sums with finitized conformal characters, these ground state labels should also occur at criticality as the labels of the conformal boundary conditions. Two example sequences of ρ values for prototypical logarithmic minimal models are The sequences of consecutive differences ρ(r + 1) − ρ(r), and therefore the pattern of ground states, are periodic with a period p ′ as shown by the shaded bands in Figure 2 . The value of ρ fixes one possible choice for the number of columns in the r-type seam to obtain an (r, s) boundary condition with Kac label r. for LM(p, p ′ ) with (p, p ′ ) = (2, 5), (4, 7) respectively. The patterns of shaded bands repeat periodically with a period p ′ .
The choice of ρ to realize a particular value of the conformal label r, however, is not necessarily unique. More generally, the value of r observed for given ρ is given by the sequences
Two example sequences r = r(ρ) for prototypical logarithmic minimal models are In general, this means that multiple values of ρ can correspond to the same value of r so each conformal boundary condition can have multiple realizations on the lattice. We observe that the last occurrence of a given value of r occurs at the position ρ(r) corresponding to the ground state value. On the other hand, the first occurrence of a given value of r occurs at positions given by the third sequence
Two example sequences ρ − = ρ − (r) for prototypical logarithmic minimal models are The bottom row in these tables give the sequence of r(ρ) values. The top row in these tables gives the values of ρ coloured to indicate the values in the subsequences ρ(r) (blue) and ρ − (r) (red). Entries corresponding to singletons (which are members of both subsequences) are also coloured in blue. Values of ρ corresponding to other repeated values of r are shown in grey.
2 Logarithmic Minimal Lattice Models
Face operators and local relations
The planar Temperley-Lieb (TL) algebra [27, 28] , is a diagrammatic algebra generated by the two tiles
Within the planar algebra, these tiles are multiplied together (in arbitrary directions) by connecting the nodes at the midpoints of the edges of the faces thereby forming a planar web of connectivities. The face operators [12] for the logarithmic minimal models are defined by
The face operators satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation [13] 
and the local inversion and crossing relations
Linear Temperley-Lieb algebra
Fixing the direction for multiplication in the planar algebra leads to the loop representation of the corresponding linear TL algebra. The linear Temperley-Lieb algebra [27] TL(x; N ) is a one-parameter algebra generated by the identity I and the monoids e j , j = 1, . . . , N subject to the relations
e j e j±1 e j = e j (2.6)
The parameter β = x + x −1 = 2 cos λ is the loop fugacity where x = e iλ is a complex phase. For generic loop models, the crossing parameter λ ∈ R is an arbitrary real number. In contrast, for the logarithmic
is restricted to rational fractions of π with p, p ′ coprime. Since critical dense polymers LM(1, 2) has been solved analytically [18] for all (r, s) boundary conditions, we will assume throughout this paper that λ = π 2 so that β = 0. A faithful representation of the (linear) TL algebra is given by the loop representation with generators
which act diagrammatically by vertical concatenation on a set of N parallel strings. In diagrams, closed loops are removed and replaced with the scalar loop fugacity β. For example, diagrammatically, relation (2.5) becomes
The loop fugacity β is a scalar weight assigned to closed loops
In the linear TL algebra the face operators, inversion relation and Yang-Baxter equation take the respective forms
Link states
The TL link states are planar pairwise matchings of nodes. These form vector spaces by allowing arbitrary linear combinations. On a strip, the allowed link states depend on the choice of boundary conditions. We denote by V (N ) ρ,s the vector space of link states with N bulk sites in the presence of a boundary on the right side formed by an r-type seam of width ρ − 1 columns and an s-type seam of width s − 1 columns. The total width of the strip is then N + ρ + s − 2. The labels ρ and s are quantum numbers labelling sectors of the theory but there may be more than one value of ρ corresponding to a given value of r. The simplest case is the vacuum (r, s) = (1, 1) sector with ρ = r = 1. The 5 link states for bulk size N = 6 are , , 12) For even N , the number of such link states are given by Catalan numbers
Moving to nontrivial (r, s) boundary conditions means introducing r-and s-type seams on the right of the strip. This yields N + ρ + s − 2 columns and thus N + ρ + s − 2 nodes for the link states. As discussed in the next subsection, we thus need to impose the diagrammatic rule that there are no half-arcs closing within the r-or s-type seam. Half-arcs are allowed to close, however, between the r-and s-type seams. For ρ = s = 3 and N = 4, for example, the 6 allowed link states in V where the red dashed lines delimit the boundary seams on the right. In general, the counting of link states is given by the difference of two binomial coefficients
where the total number of nodes N + ρ + s − 2 is even.
Boundary operator construction using diagrammatic fusion
In this section, we recall the construction [12, 18] of the boundary operator
where ξ n = ξ + nλ are column inhomogeneities. Following the usual construction [19] [20] [21] , these boundary triangle weights satisfy the Boundary Yang-Baxter Equation (BYBE) so, in this sense, they implement integrable (r, s) boundary conditions. Usually, fusion is implemented, along the lower edge of each seam, using Wenzl-Jones projectors [23, 24] . These act to project out configurations with closed half-arcs on the lower edges of the seams. These projectors, however, do not exist for ρ ≥ p ′ . To apply fusion for ρ ≥ p ′ , we instead use a diagrammatic implementation of fusion. On the lower edge of the boundary, we impose a diagrammatic rule that forbids closed half-arcs within either the r-type or s-type seam. There can, however, be closed half-arcs linking the r-to the s-type boundary seam. The diagrammatic fusion rule can be pushed through from the bottom row to the top row of each seam where it acts to restrict the allowed link states as in Section 2.3.
To fully describe diagrammatic fusion, let us next recall the push-through property. If there is a closed half arc anywhere in a TL link state, then there must be a small closed half arc between neighbouring nodes somewhere in the link state. Such small external closed half-arcs have a drop-down property. Specifically, if there is a small half-arc in an in-link state at the top acted upon by a seam then, by a simple trigonometric identity, there must also be a small closed half-arc in the out-link state at the bottom of the seam
This drop-down property means that, if there are no internal closed half loops on the bottom edge, then there must be no closed half loops on the in-link state at the top. We denote this diagrammatic rule by a solid line along the bottom of a row = 0 (2.18)
The diagrammatic rule can be pushed through from the bottom to the top so the diagrammatic rule of no closed half-arcs applies to all intermediate rows
If the Wenzl-Jones projector exists, then the action of the diagrammatic fusion described above agrees with the action of the Wenzl-Jones projector. However, diagrammatic fusion also makes sense when the Wenzl-Jones projector fails to exist. We note that this diagrammatic rule is directional in the sense that it only kills upward and not downward closed half-arcs
Since s-type seams are obtained from r-type seams in the the braid limit u → ±i∞, let us focus on r-type seams of width ρ − 1
and N (ρ) (u, ξ) is the overall normalization (3.4) of the double row transfer matrix. The last product removes the 2(ρ − 2) common factors produced by the fusion process. The diagrammatic fusion rule can be pushed through so that the no closed half-arc rule also applies on the intermediate row.
As shown by Pearce, Rasmussen and Villani [18] , acting on V (N ) ρ,1 , the boundary operators simplify to
These operators act as the identity in the bulk for j < N but act non-trivially on the boundary sites with j ≥ N . The generalized Temperley-Lieb projectors are
where the product is ordered and the functions s(mλ) = U m−1 (β/2) are Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind of order m − 1. The first few generalized TL projectors are
As shown in Appendix A, the generalized TL projectors satisfy the properties
These properties only hold when acting from V (N ) ρ,1 back onto itself, that is, from restricted states (with no closed half-arcs) back to restricted states. This action kills any TL words not of the form I or e (k) N . We note that, even though these operators are called generalized projectors, they can only be normalized to give proper projectors when U ρ−1 (β/2) = 0, that is, if ρ is not a multiple of p ′ .
For completeness, we recall the proof of (2.24) from [18] :
Proof: The double row in (2.24) is opened up by rotating the lower row by 45 degrees anticlockwise and the upper row by 45 degrees clockwise. This allows the manipulations to be carried out in the linear TL algebra. For one column, that is ρ = 2, the result follows immediately from the identity
with v = ξ 1 . For ρ > 2, we proceed by induction in ρ using
Explicitly, using (2.28), it follows that
where all terms involving e N cancel out. The term proportional to P
N +1 is discarded since it is killed by the restriction on link states.
Transfer Matrices and Hamiltonians

Commuting double row transfer matrices
In this section, we explicitly construct the commuting double row transfer matrices D(u) of the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p ′ ) on a strip with a vacuum (r, s) = (1, 1) boundary condition applied on the left edge and an (r, s) boundary conditions applied on the right edge. These transfer matrices act diagrammatically on the vector space of link states V (N ) ρ,s of Section 2.3. The double row transfer matrix is defined [12, 18] diagrammatically by
We usually suppress the dependence on the boundary field ξ which is typically fixed to a specialized value. Since we are interested in the properties of the r-type seam and it is easy to add an s-type seam, we focus on the case (r, s) = (r, 1). In this case, the double row transfer matrix takes the explicit form
where there are N bulk columns, the r-type seam has width ρ − 1 columns and the total number of columns is N + ρ − 1.
Following the methods of [20] , the double row transfer matrices form a one-parameter commuting family and satisfy crossing symmetry
3)
The double row transfer matrix is normalized by the crossing symmetric factor
so that, in addition, it satisfies D(0) = D(λ) = I. Although there is no proof, we observe numerically that the double row transfer matrices and Hamiltonians are diagonalizable with real eigenvalues for all (r, s) boundary conditions. The ground state eigenvalue is the highest eigenvalue of the double row transfer matrix in each (r, s) sector. The ground state of the associated Hamiltonian is the lowest eigenvalue in each (r, s) sector.
Quantum Hamiltonians
Hamiltonian limit
In this section, we calculate explicitly the quantum Hamiltonians associated with the double row transfer matrices (3.2) with an r-type seam of width ρ − 1. We do this by taking the Hamiltonian limit
where it is often convenient to shift the zero of energy for H by adding a multiple of the identity I. Let us represent the generalized projector (2.25) diagrammatically by
Diagrammatically the first order expansion of the normalized double row transfer matrix is then
Collecting connectivity classes together gives
It follows that
After shifting the zero of energy, the Hamiltonian
It is similarly shown that the Hamiltonian
Boundary field ξ
In the Hamiltonian H (ρ,1) (3.9), the boundary term consists of the generalized TL projector P (ρ) N multiplied by a coefficient h (ρ) (ξ) which depends on the boundary field ξ
where we use periodicity to restrict ξ to the interval (0, π). Numerically, we find that the conformal properties do not depend on the precise choice for the value of ξ provided ξ is restricted to an appropriate interval. In the sense of the renormalization group (RG), ξ is an irrelevant variable whose precise value does not effect the convergence (in the continuum scaling limit) to the boundary conformal RG fixed point labelled by r. However, ξ is a dangerous irrelevant variable in the sense that, if its value is changed too much, the convergence shifts to another boundary conformal RG fixed point labelled by a different value of r. The coefficient h (ρ) (ξ) diverges at the endpoints as ξ → 0 or ξ → π. If the number of boundary columns is such that ρ = 0 mod p ′ , there are no divergences within the interval ξ ∈ (0, π) and the coefficient is either strictly positive or strictly negative throughout this interval. In this case, we specialize the value of ξ to the midpoint value ξ = π/2. For all other values of ρ, there is an additional divergence at a single internal point
This value divides the interval (0, π) into two subintervals, one where h (ρ) (ξ) is positive containing a local minimum and the other where h (ρ) (ξ) is negative containing a local maximum. The values of ξ at these local extrema are
In a sense these values are representative of the distinct domains of ξ in which the boundary term acts ferromagnetically and antiferromagnetically respectively. These are the basins of attraction for the respective boundary conformal RG fixed points. Taking these cases into account, we choose to specialize the value of ξ according to
where [a] denotes the fractional part of a. The identity min(ξ
for the specialized value of ξ is proved in Appendix B. This specialization of ξ gives conformal data which confirms the conjectured [18] relation between ρ and r
Increasing ρ in the sequence r = r(ρ) with p, p ′ fixed, we observe that the specialized value of ξ starts with ξ − at ρ = 1 and then switches between ξ + and ξ − whenever a value of r is repeated. This also gives the correct specialized value ξ = max(ξ + , ξ − ) = 
Free energies
In this section, we calculate the bulk and boundary free energies. This is achieved by solving a functional equation in the form of an inversion relation satisfied by the ground state eigenvalue κ(u, ξ) = D 0 (u, ξ) of the double row transfer matrix. This method was applied to the bulk free energy by Baxter [32] . The boundary free energies are calculated using the boundary inversion relation methods of [33] . The full inversion relation (C.12) is derived diagrammatically in Appendix C. For large N , the ground state eigenvalue D 0 (u, ξ) factorizes into contributions from the bulk κ bulk (u), vacuum boundary κ 0 (u) and r-type seams κ R,L ρ (u, ξ) on the right and left edges. Applying an r-type seam only to the right edge gives the factorization
where f bulk (u) is the bulk free energy per face and f bdy (u, ρ, ξ) is the boundary free energy per double row. We note that the boundary free energies are independent of s. For ρ = 1, there is no r-type seam and κ ρ (u, ξ) = 1 and f ρ (u, ξ) = 0. Separating O(N ) and O(1) terms, it follows from (C.12) that the full inversion relation factorizes into three separate inversion relations
These functional equations are solved for the bulk and boundary free energies in turn subject to certain analyticity assumptions as discussed in Appendix D. In some cases, the full solution involves analytic continuation in λ. Since the analyticity assumptions are checked in many cases but not proved, the analytic solutions of the inversion relations are extensively checked numerically.
Bulk free energy
Since we use similar calculations to obtain the boundary free energies, we review in this section the key steps [32] in calculating κ bulk (u). Following Baxter, let us assume that κ bulk (u) is analytic and non-zero (ANZ) on the analyticity strip |Re u − λ 2 | ≤ min(λ,
The bulk contribution κ bulk (u) satisfies the bulk inversion relation (3.19) and the crossing symmetry
From the identity
it follows that
Substituting (3.22) and (3.25) into (3.23) gives
with the solution
After integrating once we rewrite the result as
Integrating again and evaluating the integration constants using the crossing relation and the initial condition at u = 0 gives
Transfer matrix boundary free energies
Using similar methods to solve the inversion relations (3.20) and (3.21) subject to appropriate analyticity assumptions gives κ 0 (u), κ ρ (u, ξ) and the boundary free energies in the physical interval 0 ≤ u ≤ λ. The details of these calculations are given in Appendix E. The results are
In accord with the fact that D 0 (u, ξ) = 1, we see that
Hamiltonian limits of bulk and boundary free energies
In this section we take the Hamiltonian limit of the ground state eigenvalue of D 0 (u, ξ). From (3.5) and (3.8), we find
where
Keeping just the O(N ) terms gives
Similarly, setting ρ = 1, neglecting the O(N ) terms and keeping only β −1 of the O(1) terms in (3.34) gives
Finally, keeping the remaining O(1) terms in (3.34) gives
Our analytic formulas for the transfer matrix boundary free energies and Hamiltonian boundary energies have been extensively checked by numerics. Various plots of the Hamiltonian boundary energies E bdy (ρ, ξ) = E 0 + E ρ (ξ) are shown in Figures 3 and 4 . In all cases, the agreement between the analytic formulas and numerical estimates is good. 
Numerical Finite-Size Spectra
In this section, we present our numerical results for the extrapolated eigenvalues of the double row transfer matrix D(u, ξ) (3.2) and the associated quantum Hamiltonian H (ρ,s) (3.10) with (r, s) boundary conditions on the right edge of the strip. Numerically, we find all of these eigenvalues are real.
Finite-size corrections
Consider the LM(p, p ′ ) lattice models on a strip with N columns and N ′ double rows and (r, s) boundary conditions applied on the right edge. The lattice partition function is
where D j (u, ξ) are the eigenvalues of D(u, ξ) and E j are their associated energies. In the thermodynamic limit, only the ground state eigenvalue D 0 (u, ξ) of the double row transfer matrix in each (r, s) sector contributes to the lattice partition function. The conformal data of interest is accessible [34, 35] through the finite-size corrections to the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix or associated Hamiltonian. For the double row transfer matrix eigenvalues, the leading finite-size corrections for large N take the form
where k labels the level in the conformal tower. The anisotropy angle ϑ [36] and modular nome q are
The central charge of the CFT is c while the spectrum of conformal weights is given by the possible values of ∆ r,s with excitations or descendants labelled by the non-negative integers k. Similarly, for the associated quantum Hamiltonian H (ρ,s) , the finite-size corrections of the eigenenergies take the form
where v s = π sin λ λ is the velocity of sound. The Hamiltonian energies E bulk and E bdy (ρ, ξ) = E 0 + E ρ (ξ) are determined, up to the shift of the ground state energy, by evaluating the derivative at u = 0 of f bulk (u) and f bdy (u, ρ, ξ) respectively.
Numerical central charges and conformal weights
In this section, we present details of the numerical calculations for the central charges, conformal weights and conformal partition functions of the LM(p, p) models with (r, s) boundary conditions. Since it is numerically more efficient, we calculate the conformal spectra using the Hamiltonians and not the double row transfer matrices. Our numerics indicate that the conformal weights ∆ r,s (1.3) are indeed obtained by applying boundary conditions on the right edge of the strip implemented by an r-type seam of width ρ − 1 with the boundary field ξ fixed to the specialized value
This confirms the conjecture of Pearce, Villani and Rasmussen [18] . H (ρ,1) where the values of ρ = ρ(r) and ξ are fixed by (4.5) . This data corresponds to the purple curve in Figure 6 . H (ρ,2) where the values of ρ = ρ(r) and ξ are fixed by (4.5).
All our numerics were carried out in Mathematica [37] . Matrix representatives of the TL generators were obtained as sparse matrices. Due to memory constraints we were limited to bulk sizes out to N ≤ 32 − ρ − s. For given p, p ′ , ρ and s, the numerical Hamiltonian matrices were constructed using the TL generators. The lowest eigenenergies of the Hamiltonians were obtained using Arnoldi methods [38] . From (4.4), estimates of the central charges and conformal weights were obtained using finite length sequences with increasing N to extrapolate the lowest eigenenergy of the Hamiltonian in a given (r, s) sector. The accuracy of the extrapolation to N = ∞ is improved by using Vanden Broeck Schwartz sequence acceleration [39] . Since these extrapolated estimates are sensitive to the values of the boundary energies, it is important that the boundary energies are known exactly. The numerical estimates of the central charge c p,p ′ are plotted against the exact analytic curve in Figure 5 . Numerical estimates of the conformal weight ∆ p,p ′ 3,1 for various LM(p, p ′ ) models are tabulated against the exact values in Table 1 . This table also gives an indication of the typical errors incurred in our numerical extrapolations. The plots in Figures 6 and 7 summarize our numerical estimates of the conformal weights ∆ r,s for s = 1, 2 with r = 1, 2, . . . , 7.
Numerical conformal partition functions
The ground state eigenenergy of the Hamiltonian was used, in the various (r, s) sectors, to numerically estimate the central charge and conformal weights. Similarly, the eigenvalues of the first 6-14 finite excitations above the ground state were used to numerically estimate low lying excitations in the conformal towers. Extrapolating sequences based on the finite-size corrections (4.4), we are able to correctly reproduce the first 3-6 coefficients in the q-series of the Kac characters (1.4)
where the dependence on p, p ′ appears only through the conformal weight in the leading fractional power of q. These and similar results for s > 1 hold independently of the choice of p, p ′ and ρ though the precision of the estimates decreases as ρ increases.
Finitized characters
For given fixed ρ, the finitized characters are
In particular, there can be several finitized characters for given fixed r. These finitized characters generalize the finitized characters given in [12] . For q = 1, the finitized characters reduce to the formulas (2.15) giving the dimension of the vector space of link states. As N → ∞, the finitized characters reproduce the full characters (1.4) since
Finally, the finitized characters are fermionic in the sense that are given by q-series with nonegative coefficients.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have revisited and developed further the study of the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p ′ ) [12] with (r, s) Kac boundary conditions. Following [18] , a general construction of these boundary conditions is implemented using diagrammatic fusion [25, 26] on r-and s-type seams of width ρ − 1 and s − 1 columns respectively. In contrast to the usual fusion construction [19] [20] [21] [22] , based on Wenzl-Jones projectors [23, 24] , this construction is well defined for arbitrary large ρ and r.
Applying the (r, s) boundary conditions on the right edge of a strip, our numerics indicate that the known conformal weights ∆ r,s (1.3) are indeed obtained when ρ = ρ(r) = ⌊ rp ′ p ⌋ and the boundary field ξ is fixed to the specialized value given in (4.5). These results confirm the conjecture of Pearce, Villani and Rasmussen [18] . In principle, the conformal weights ∆ r,s could be calculated analytically using the functional equation methods of Klümper and Pearce [40] . However, so far, the logarithmic T -and Y -systems have only been derived [26] for the vacuum boundary condition (r, s) = (1, 1) so this remains an open problem.
In this paper, the elementary (r, s) = (1, 1) vacuum solution of the BYBE is dressed (2.17) by r-and s-type seams to yield integrable (r, s) boundary conditions conjugate to the (r, s) Kac representations and labelled by the integer Kac labels r, s = 1, 2, 3, . . .. These boundary conditions are Neumann boundary conditions since loop segments are reflected at the boundary. Introducing elementary boundary triangles of Dirichlet type [42] allows the loop segments to terminate on the boundary. An elementary solution of the BYBE is then given by the twist boundary condition
where β bdy = 1 is the fugacity of the loops that terminate on the boundary. General integrable Robin boundary conditions [43] , which are linear combinations of Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions, can be constructed [44] by dressing the elementary twist boundary condition with r-and s-type seams. Indeed, critical dense polymers LM(1, 2) has recently [44] been solved exactly with Robin boundary conditions yielding conformal weights with half-integer Kac labels
It would be of interest to repeat the numerical calculations of this paper for the LM(p, p ′ ) models with Robin boundary conditions to see if the appearance of half-integer Kac labels persists for the general logarithmic minimal models.
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A Properties of the Generalized Temperley-Lieb Projectors
In this Appendix, we prove the four properties, given in (2.27) and (2.28), of the generalized TemperleyLieb projectors (2.25)
These properties hold when we impose the diagrammatic fusion rule that the link states cannot form any half-arcs in the ρ − 1 sites of the boundary. These operators are thus restricted to act from the vector space V
ρ,s to itself. This action kills any word in the TL algebra not of the form I or e (k) j .
Property 1 P
We first rewrite the left side using the definition of the generalized TL projectors and write out the first few terms of the summations to make simplifications easier
Expanding out all 9 terms gives
The last three terms are are killed, by the restricted action on link states, because they would form half-arcs in the boundary when acting on any link state. Algebraically, these terms cannot be written in the form I or e (k) j so they are killed. For example, term 7 is a scalar multiple of the TL word e N e N +1 . . . e N +k e N = . . .
with a half-arc in the boundary, so it is killed.
We next simplify the first 6 terms using the relations of the TL algebra (2.7) with β = U 1 (β/2) and the restricted action on link states. The remaining terms are regrouped. Combining terms 1 and 4, 2 and 5, 3 and 6 gives
Each term on the right side has the common factor
which simplifies using a standard identity for Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind
Collecting the remaining terms together gives P (ρ) N as required.
Property 2 P (ρ)
N +1 e N = 0 (A.7)
Writing the left side using the definition of the generalized TL projector and rearranging using the relations of the TL algebra, we see that none of the words in the summation are of the form I or e (k) so they are all killed
This result is clear diagrammatically, as each term introduces a closed half-arc in the boundary.
Property 3 e N P (ρ)
Expanding the right side and simplifying, using the relations of the TL algebra, gives the required result
(A.10)
Property 4
Expanding and simplifying the right side using the TL algebra gives the required result
In the last step, the summation is killed since each word introduces a closed half-arc in the boundary.
B Specialized Values of ξ
In this Appendix, we show that the two expressions in (3.14) for the specialized value of ξ are in fact equivalent
Taking out the factor of π, this simplifies to
Setting x = ρp/(2p ′ ), using the property that [x] = [n + x] for n ∈ Z and adding ρ to both terms inside the minimum, this relation becomes
For both ρ even and ρ odd, this can be rewritten as
We prove this simple identity in two cases. For 0
Similarly, for the case
The last equality follows from the previous case after a change of variables x = y + We do not need the case [x] = 1/2 since it can only occur if ρp/p ′ is an odd integer. But this cannot occur since ρ is not a multiple of p ′ and p, p ′ are coprime.
C Derivation of the Inversion Relation
In this Appendix, we derive the inversion relation for the double row transfer matrix D(u) = D(u, ξ) given by (3.2) . We normalize the double row transfer matrix with the normalization factor (3.4) such that it satisfies the crossing symmetry (3.3) and the initial condition D(0, ξ) = I. We start by concatenating D(u) with D(u + λ)
...
... In the second and third equalities we have used the local inversion relation (2.4) and YBE (2.3) to interchange the second and third rows. The structure of the inversion identity of [20, 26] is
where f ± (u) are certain scalar functions. For large N , and for u in the physical interval 0 < u < λ, the contribution of the second term on the right side is exponentially small compared to the first term. Neglecting the second term gives rise to a scalar inversion relation of the form D(u)D(u + λ) = f + (u) satisfied by all of the eigenvalues D(u) of D(u) for large N . At this point, to project onto the two terms on the right side of the inversion identity (C.3), we need to introduce two complementary projectors
Fixing the direction of action from left to right, the left projector corresponds to p + = β −1 e j and the right projector to p − = I − β −1 e j in the linear TL algebra. The sum of these two projectors is an identity that can be inserted into the previous diagrammatic planar tangle to decompose it into the two terms on the right side of the inversion identity (C.3). The projector p − is the Wenzl-Jones projector that implements 2 × 1 fusion and gives rise to the fused double row transfer matrix D 2,1 (u). By contrast, the projector p + gives rise to the term proportional to the identity.
If I denotes the identity tangle acting in the upward direction, then discarding the p − projector and just keeping the p + projector in the insertion of the identity gives 
In propagating the projector p + around the closed loop, we used the drop-down property and the planar identities
After simplification, we obtain the full matrix inversion relation
The double row transfer matrices {D(v), v ∈ C} constitute a one-parameter of commuting matrices which we assume are simultaneously diagonalizable. If κ(u, ξ) = D 0 (u, ξ) denotes the ground state eigenvalue of D(u) in the (r, s) sector, then it must satisfy the scalar inversion relation
D Analyticity of κ(u, ξ)
To obtain the bulk and boundary free energies, we must solve the inversion relation (C.12) for log κ(u, ξ) = log D 0 (u, ξ) where D 0 (u, ξ) is the ground state eigenvalue of the double row transfer matrix D(u, ξ) in the (r, s) sector. In fact, all of the eigenvalues D(u, ξ) of the double row transfer matrix D(u, ξ) satisfy the inversion relation (C.12), with D(0, ξ) = 1, but we will only be interested in finite excitations above the ground state D 0 (u, ξ) in the various (r, s) sectors. Following Baxter [32] , we need to represent the second derivative of log κ(u, ξ) by the Fourier/Laplace integral
For this integral to exist, we need F (u) to be analytic in a suitable vertical strip in the complex u plane with vanishing asymptotics lim u→±i∞ F (u) = 0. The asymptotic requirement is satisfied since, following the arguments of Baxter, κ bulk (u) grows as exp(∓iu) as u → ±i∞ in line with the growth of a single face weight. Similarly arguments apply to κ 0 (u) and κ ρ (u, ξ). The analyticity in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞ can be inferred from the analyticity for finite N . For finite N , the entries of the double row transfer matrices are Laurent polynomials in e iu (hence analytic) and periodic in u with period π. These statements hold equally for the eigenvalues D(u, ξ) since we assume the family of double row transfer matrices D(u, ξ) can be simultaneously diagonalized using eigenvectors which are independent of u. For finite N , we deduce that log D(u, ξ) is singular at any complex zero of the Laurent polynomial D(u, ξ) but is otherwise analytic. The analyticity of each eigenvalue is thus determined by the pattern of zeros of D(u, ξ) in the complex u plane. Using periodicity, we only need to consider the periodicity strip
Using numerical data for finite N , we can therefore extrapolate the patterns of zeros in the periodicity strip to deduce the analyticity as N becomes large. These patterns of zeros must be compatible with the crossing symmetry D(u, ξ) = D(λ − u, ξ), that is they must be invariant under reflection through the point u = λ 2 . In addition, since the eigenvalues D(u, ξ) are real, the patterns of zeros must also be invariant under complex conjugation. For this reason, we only need to consider the patterns of zeros in the upper-half plane.
For finite excitations of the LM(p, p ′ ) models in all (r, s) sectors, we observe that zeros called long 2-strings, consisting of zeros at x L + iy j and x R + iy j , accumulate along the edges of the analyticity strip for large N Analyticity Strip:
As N → ∞, the zeros of the long 2-strings become dense along the edges of the analyticity strip forming a barrier to analytic continuation. For λ < π 2 , the analyticity strip |Re u − λ 2 | < λ is of width 2λ. For λ > π 2 , the analyticity strip |Re u − λ 2 | < π 2 is of width π corresponding to the full periodicity strip. In both cases, the analyticity strip is centered about Re u = λ 2 . Although we use the term 2-string we note that, for λ ≥ π 2 , x L + iy j ≡ x R + iy j due to periodicity. The analyticity strip contains the physical strip
For real u in this strip, the weights s(u) and s(λ − u) of the face operator (2.2) are physical in the sense that they are nonnegative. The inversion relation (C.12), or equivalently the three inversion relations (3.19) , (3.20) and (3.21), can be straightforwardly solved using Fourier/Laplace transforms if D 0 (u, ξ) is free of zeros in the analyticity strip. However for finite excitations, in addition to the long 2-strings, we typically find a finite number of zeros inside the analyticity strip in the form of 1-strings (u j = λ 2 + iy j ) or short 2-strings (of the form u j = ±x + iy j ). These O(1) zeros, which only enter the inversion relation for the boundary free energies, need to be removed to obtain an ANZ function before the solution of the boundary inversion relation can proceed. Strictly speaking, in solving the inversion relation, it suffices if D 0 (u, ξ) is ANZ in an open strip containing the physical strip. The solution can then be extended by analytic continuation to any larger strip in which D 0 (u, ξ) is analytic.
Let us first consider the case where D(u, ξ) has a single 1-string in the analyticity strip of the form u j = λ 2 + iy j with its complex conjugateū j = λ 2 − iy j . The inversion relation is not sufficient to fix the y coordinate of a 1-string. To remove a 1-string and its complex conjugate, we need a function f (u) satisfying
Two solutions to these equations are
It follows that D(u, ξ)/f (u) is ANZ in the analyticity strip (including at u = u j ) and satisfies the inversion relation and crossing symmetry. In this way, all such 1-string zeros can be removed from D(u, ξ). Furthermore, for finite excitations, it is known [40] that the y j coordinates of the 1-strings in the upper-half plane (not on the real axis) scale as log N so that y j → ∞ as N → ∞. But in this limit lim
In this limit these 1-strings are infinitely far from the real axis so they do not effect the free energies. It follows that any 1-strings not on the real axis can be removed without effecting the solution to the inversion relation in the thermodynamic limit. The overall sign of the product of f (u) functions can be chosen to ensure a positive value at u = 0. We observe that there are no 1-strings on the real axis. We expect the same arguments to hold for short 2-strings. For example, a function f (u) which acts to remove short 2-strings was found in [41] . Again, physically, these zeros are not expected to contribute to boundary free energies as y j → ±i∞ in the thermodynamic limit. Actually, we observe that short 2-strings are absent in the case of the ground state eigenvalue D 0 (u, ξ) in all (r, s) sectors so, for our purposes, their removal is not required.
Lastly, we consider short 2-strings on the real axis which appear in pairs by crossing symmetry. These O(1) zeros relate again to the boundary free energies and their locations are usually ξ-dependent. The only ξ-independent short 2-string on the real axis occurs for κ 0 (u) with zeros at u = E Solution of the Inversion Relation for κ 0 (u) and κ ρ (u, ξ)
In this appendix we derive the vacuum and r-type boundary free energies f 0 (u) and f ρ (u, ξ). More explicitly, we solve the boundary inversion relations (3.20) and (3.21) for κ 0 (u) and κ ρ (u, ξ) using Fourier/Laplace transforms. As in the calculation of κ bulk (u), we need to assume that log κ 0 (u) and log κ ρ (u, ξ) are analytic and nonzero (ANZ) in suitable vertical strips in the complex u plane. This assumption is justified for finite excitations, after the removal of 1-and 2-strings, as discussed in Appendix D.
The vacuum contribution κ 0 (u) satisfies crossing and the inversion relation (3.20) log κ 0 (u) + log κ 0 (u + λ) = log sin 2 λ sin(2λ + 2u) sin(2λ − 2u) sin 2 2λ sin(λ + 2u) sin(λ − 2u) , |Re u| < ǫ (E.1)
for some small ǫ. In this strip It is to be stressed that this integral diverges at λ = π 2 . We analytically continue this solution to the full interval 0 ≤ λ ≤ π in Appendix F.
The r-type boundary contribution κ ρ (u, ξ) satisfies crossing and the inversion relation (3.21) log κ ρ (u, ξ) + log κ ρ (u + λ, ξ) = log sin(ξ + u) sin(ξ − u) sin(ξ + ρλ + u) sin(ξ + ρλ − u) sin 2 ξ sin 2 (ξ + ρλ) , |Re u| < ǫ (E. 5) where in this strip cosh(2ξ + ρλ − π)t cosh ρλt sinh ut sinh(λ − u)t t sinh πt cosh λt dt, ρ ≥ 2 (E.9)
For given λ, the integral in (E.9) is not convergent for all values of ξ and ρ of interest. To fix this problem, we observe that the inversion relation is invariant under the replacement ρλ → ρλ − kπ on the right side of (E.5) for any k ∈ Z. We therefore look for a k ∈ Z such that, after the substitution, the integral is convergent for all values of ξ and ρ of interest with u in the physical strip 0 ≤ Re(u) ≤ λ. Notice that we cannot have x = (ξ + ρλ)/π ∈ Z since the denominator in (E.5) would vanish. We find that the integral is convergent if |2ξ + ρλ − (k + 1)π| + |ρλ − kπ| < π, ξ ∈ (0, π) (E.10) This is equivalent to (k − x)(k + 1 − x) < 0, x = ξ + ρλ π (E.11) so that we require k < x < k + 1. The unique value of k which satisfies this inequality is k = In this appendix, we analytically continue the integral expression (E.4) for κ 0 (u) to the full interval 0 ≤ λ ≤ π. The divergence at λ = π/2 arises because of the factors of β = 2 cos λ = sin 2λ/ sin λ in the inversion relation (E.1). To analytically continue the solution of the inversion relation, we write log βκ 0 = log 2 + log cos λ − 2 In the last step, the log 2 term cancels with the four last integrals. The previous transformation analytically continues the vacuum boundary free energy to the interval λ − π 2 < u < π 2 . However, we need to perform another analytic continuation to reach u = 0 for λ > π 2 . This is related to the appearance of a (real) short 2-string with zeros at u = π 2 , u = λ − π 2 which causes divergences of log κ 0 (u). The divergent terms at these two points appear in the first integral in the last line of (F.3). To carry out the additional analytic continuation, we use the formula log cos u = − 
